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Why the name Starflower Living? 
Starflower is also known as 
borage. It comes from the Celtic 
word borrach, which means 
courage. It is known to bring 
happiness and raise the spirits. 
We hope that Starflower Living 
brings you monthly inspiration 
to live a courageous, heart-
centred life.

Hope

It has been sixteen years now since my family and I 
moved to England. We left a balmy 38C in Australia 
and arrived a day later to minus 12C in Cumbria. I 
cried at the cold. Not much has changed in that respect 
over the years. The cold physically hurts me. As I lay 
in bed this morning, awake before sunrise, I heard that 
old familiar sound of birdsong. They’re back!, I thought. 
My heart skipped a beat. How wonderful to know that 
Spring really is on the way even though, as I write, there 
are a few inches of snow all around.

The snowdrops triumphantly, and yet ever so 
gracefully, dare to show their pretty faces. They give 
me hope. First the snowdrops, then the daffodils, and 
then the lilac blossoms. It is that constant change, that 
movement towards the Summer, that allows me to 
survive the ice-cold weather for yet another Winter. The 
seasons provide an apt metaphor for life, don’t they? 
They show us that everything is in a constant state of 
change. Nothing stays still. 

In family life, I’m conscious of having my younger 
daughter home till next year. Daily conversations now 
revolve around university choices and locations, and 
career options. It doesn’t seem that long ago (September 
2014) that my elder daughter left the family nest for 
a music degree at Bangor University, in Wales. How 
quickly time flies, and how speedily the years of 
parenting pass us by. Of course, when we’re knee-deep 
in nappies or exhausted from endless nights of teething 
infants, the last thing we’re conscious of is how fleeting 
the intensity of early parenting can be. 

In this issue, I write about Slow Parenting, not as a fad, 
but as a way of life that brings consciousness to our 
days, and how we can enjoy our children more fully. 
Like the seasons, nothing stays the same. One day it’s 
nappies, the next it’s learning to ride a bike, then first 
periods or wet dreams, and teenage crushes. In the blink 
of an eye, your baby is off out into the world. When you 
hold your precious newborn in your arms, no one tells 
you that it will be all over before you’ve got the hang of 
it. 

Seeing my children make their way in the world is like 
hearing the birds of springtime make their return. My 
heart sings at the possibilities. Life continues, and it’s 
beautiful. But as with anything beautiful, we have to 
slow down and take the time to notice it, or else it will 
pass us by. Until next month, have fun! 

~ Veronika Robinson
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By Claire Thompson

Claire began her journey with plants and the 
land’s Spirits in early childhood, and continues 
to be enchanted by the magic of Nature. She lives 
in a remote part of north-west Ireland, with her 
two home-educated children, where they tread 
lightly, tend to vegetables, herbs and animals, and 
are committed to deep ecology. Claire is often to 
be found foraging for wild food and healing herbs, 
which are then transformed into healing balms 
and tinctures for the community. She blogs at 
claireyfaerie.blogspot.ie

Sage is best known as a wonderful culinary 
herb and is easy to grow in the garden, 
delighting the senses. It is, however, much 
more than just a kitchen herb, and has a well-
deserved place in the medicinal repertoire, 
too. 

The grey-green felty leaves, which can be used 
fresh or dried, are so pungent when you brush 
past them, and from late Spring the bees are 
attracted to the beautiful blue-purple flower 
spikes. 

SAGE

Sage is a hardy, perennial shrub, native to the 
Mediterranean, growing to a height of about 
80cm, and is best harvested when the plant is 
just starting to flower. Giving it a fairly ‘severe 
haircut’ at harvesting time is fine. Cut the stems 
down to about three leaves at the bottom of the 
stalk.

Once you have harvested your stems, it is best to 
air-dry them so that the leaves become leathery 
rather than crispy. Store the dried leaves in an 
airtight container.

Sage can help with the digestion of fatty and 
hard-to-digest foods, and can bring relief from 
acidity and flatulence. The diterpine bitters in the 
sage act as a stimulant to digestion. However, 
this is only effective if the sage is taken in such a 
way that the bitter receptors in the taste buds on 
the back of the tongue are activated. That is, the 
herb must be tasted rather than taken in capsule 
form. 

Sage also benefits sufferers of gastrointestinal 
catarrh, where the anti-inflammatory effects 
soothe the irritated mucous membranes. 
The anti-inflammatory compound in sage is 
rosmarinic acid, which makes the herb useful 
for all conditions where there is a need to reduce 
swelling, such as fibromyalgia, rheumatoid 
arthritis, atherosclerosis, and bursitis. 
Nutritionally, it is high in Vitamin K. 

Antioxidants mop up the free radicals in 
the body, the result of metabolism and also 
environmental toxins. If left, the free radicals 
attack the tissues of the cells, increasing the 
risks of cancer, heart disease and premature 
aging. Sage is one of the major antioxidant herbs 
and it therefore plays a vital role in preventing 
degenerative conditions such as arthritis, cancer, 
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and osteoporosis. It 
is the antioxidant properties which have led 
this herb to be associated in folk medicine with 
longevity. Sage is also believed to reduce the loss 
of a chemical in the brain called acetylcholine. 
This chemical, which helps messages flow 
around the brain’s circuitry, is found in much 
lower levels in Alzheimer’s patients. Sage has 
been found to improve the cognitive function in 
Alzheimer’s patients, although more research 
is being done in this field. However, it certainly 
seems that science is catching up with the fact 

Sage was also a sacred herb for 
Native Americans. 

It has cleansing, purifying 
properties, 

and is famous for its use in 
smudging ceremonies. 
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Sage, Rosemary and Mint Shampoo
Place one tablespoon each of sage, rosemary and mint into a 
bowl, and pour on 230ml of boiling water; cover and steep for 
five hours. 

Strain the herbs, and pour the infusion into your shampoo 
bottle.

Add 90 ml of organic liquid Castile soap.

Add 30-40 drops essential oil (sage, rosemary and/or mint in 
a combination to suit, or play with other scents. I add a few 
drops of tea tree and eucalyptus).

Add ¼ teaspoon organic olive oil (unless your hair is oily, in 
which case, you can omit this).

Shake before use as the ingredients will separate.

that, historically, sage was used to help with 
memory loss and sharpening the senses!
Sage is also known for its antiseptic qualities. 
It is excellent for laryngitis, sore throats 
and tonsillitis. To remedy these conditions, 
simply make up a strong sage infusion using 
dried or fresh sage leaves in hot water, and 
gargle throughout the day. To make the herb 
infusion, boil 500 ml water, and pour this 
over two to three tablespoons of sage. Let it 
steep for about half an hour. You will need to 
experiment a little with what is right for you. 

Due to these antiseptic properties, sage can 
also be added to healing creams and balms 
and used on cuts, sores and skin conditions, 
and also makes an excellent antiseptic 
mouthwash for gum disease.

Many women experience hot flushes at some 
point during their menopausal years. Relief 
can be sought with sage. It is thought that 
the astringent tannin is what helps with 
this. Three cups of sage tea taken during the 
day can really help. If excessive sweating is 
happening at night, though, drink the tea cold. 
The tea will reduce the activity of the sweat 
glands. Stress, depression and burnout can all 
also be helped effectively with sage as it is a 
nervine stimulant but in a gentle, nourishing, 
nudging way. It enlivens the circulation and 
is one way of helping to get back your mojo! 
To make sage tea, steep 1½ teaspoons of 
dried sage in a cup of hot water for about ten 
minutes.

You can also add strong sage infusions to 
your bath, where it will soothe sore muscles, 
and as it is a natural antiperspirant, you can 
swab sage tea directly (and liberally) onto the 
skin. Let it dry, and then add another ‘coat’. 
For added odour elimination, you can steep 

the sage in apple-cider vinegar instead of 
water. 

Using sage in a steam face bath is a very 
effective way of helping asthma sufferers, as 
the antispasmodic qualities reduce the tension 
in the smooth muscles, and help remove 
congestion from the airways, too. It’s a great 
way of helping children with respiratory 
difficulties.

Another wonderful way of using sage is as 
a foot bath, where it helps soothe tired feet 
and keeps fungal infections at bay. One of 
my favourites is as a shampoo, though. As an 
essential oil, sage can be added to shampoo 
suitable for all hair types. However, it 
especially useful for scalp conditions where 
there is inflammation, itchiness, dandruff or 
hair loss. It’s great for greying hair, too.
If you are not used to non-commercial 
shampoos, then this will feel strange at first 
as it does not lather much and will not leave 
your hair ‘squeaky’, as the oils will not be 
stripped out of it. However, with time, your 
hair will feel soft, and your scalp will be 
nourished and rejuvenated!

Sage was also a sacred herb for Native 
Americans. It has cleansing, purifying 
properties, and is famous for its use in 
smudging ceremonies. It releases negativity 
in the body and the environment, bringing 
balance, harmony and open-mindedness. 
Burning sage leaves in a shell or a stone bowl 
is a wonderful way of blessing your home.

This versatile herb needs to be in your garden, 
in your pantry, and in your medicine cabinet! 
It is a true gift.

Sage is one of the 
major antioxidant herbs, 

and it therefore plays 
a vital role 

in preventing degenerative conditions such as 
arthritis, cancer, Alzheimer’s, 
Parkinson’s and osteoporosis.
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By Veronika Sophia Robinson

Veronika is the author of more than 13 books, 
including Cycle to the Moon: celebrating the 
menstrual trinity ~ menarche, menstruation, 
menopause. Available from Amazon and other 
online retailers, www.veronikarobinson.com and 
www.starflowerpress.com 

As a celebrant, I love to officiate ceremonies. 
We begin a ritual by creating a sacred space. 
There is no place for modern technology in 
a ceremony, so I ask guests to turn off their 
phones, and I place a sign on the door asking 
visitors not to disturb.

Here are some ways you can offer a First 
Blood (menarche) ceremony:

Create a peaceful ambience by lighting 
candles. Red ones are perfect for this occasion. 
Burn incense. Play music that is gentle and 
inviting. Perhaps it is something the maiden 
has chosen herself. Another option is to have 
the guests gently hum or chant.

Before the ceremony, you will have set up a 
small altar containing gifts or items that are 
meaningful for the maiden, such as a statue, 
picture, or objects from Mother Earth. There 
may be flowers, or a dish with red dye or 
henna.

A circle can be created using red scarves, rope, 
henna, wool or other natural fibres. As the 
celebrant, you can either have this in place 
before guests arrive, or unwind it around 
the circle once the ceremony begins. If you 
have dried sage, this would be a good time 
to smudge the circle. Alternatively, sprigs of 
lavender are beautiful to scatter around the 
circle. You might like to sprinkle rose petals 
over the guests.

Have your maiden sit in the centre of the 
circle or next to the altar. As the ceremony 
begins, invite her to put her bare feet into 
a bowl of warm water with fresh herbs or 
flowers inside. Some New Moon traditions 
involve a large bowl filled with cornmeal. The 
maiden is asked to step into it, and leave her 
footprints. Women in the circle step forward, 
light a candle, and place it into the cornmeal. 
This is symbolic of her journey on this 
beautiful Earth.

I invite each woman to introduce herself 
in this way: I am (name: Veronika). I 
am the daughter of Angelikah, and the 
granddaughter of Leiselotte and Minna.

As each woman introduces herself, and her 
ancestresses, she promises to offer guidance 
and friendship to the maiden on her journey 
through all the cycles. Afterwards, the maiden 
introduces herself. She, too, lights a candle. 
She accepts the blessings of the circle.

This is now the time to adorn the maiden. 
Henna or earth-based body paints are a lovely 
way to do this. Or you can make her a flower 
crown. I did this for one of my daughters, 
using red flowers, and she felt beautiful.

Gifts can be given at this time, including the 
Red Box, which might contain red jewellery, 
underwear, or books on menstruation. When 
women share their gifts, it is helpful to the 
ritual if they say why they are giving that 

First Blood 
Ceremony

Menarche photo courtesy of Jane Hardwicke Collings
www.moonsong.com.au

Red Tent photo courtesy of Jane Hardwicke Collings
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particular item to the maiden. Include songs, 
stories and poetry.

At the end of the ceremony, the women form 
two lines with their arms raised, to create an 
archway. The Maiden takes a toy or item from 
her childhood as she stands at the entrance.
A wise crone calls to her: Who is approaching 
this pathway?

The maiden says her name. The wise crone 
(or celebrant, if there are no wise crones) says: 
Dear Maiden (name), it is time to let go of your 
childhood so that you can join our circle. When 
you are ready, leave your childhood at the entrance.

The women stand in silence as she makes her 
walk. When the maiden reaches the end, the 
wise crone (or celebrant) marks it symbolically 
by throwing rose petals or ringing a bell.
A final song or prayer is shared, and then the 
circle gathers for food and drinks.

Candles can be an important part of a 
ceremony. Through Cycle to the Moon, the 
artist, Susan Merrick, used white, red and 
black. These colours are symbolic of the 
deep and sacred feminine. White is for the 
virgin, the maiden. It represents purity and 
innocence. With red, we are symbolically 
painting the fertile, child-bearing woman. Red 
is the colour of our blood. It is our passion, 
our creativity, our vibrancy. It says we’re 
alive! Black is the crone. The wise woman. She 
is a lady of experience. Her life comes from 
her heart.

There are so many lovely symbols which can 
find their way onto an altar: seashells, clay, 
matches, rocks, feathers, gems, wood, seeds, 
nuts. If there is a wise woman in the family 
who has a special piece of jewellery to share, 
this is a lovely place to put it. Images of the 
Moon also have a special place here: The 
waxing Moon, for the maiden; the Full Moon, 
for the mother; and the Waning Moon, for the 
crone.

The Red Box

We live in spiritually barren times. Very few 
people consciously take the time or invest the 
energy in celebrating rites of passage, let alone 
daily ‘moments’. At any moment of any day, 
we can choose to make it sacred and holy by 
being present.

As a mother, my unadorned wish was simply 
that my daughters would enjoy all aspects of 
their monthly cycle. That they’d grow to love 
the ebb and flow of the female body; and that 
they would see how easy it is to cycle to the 
Moon; that menstruation is NOT shameful, 
dirty or to be hidden, but a magical time each 
month in which she can journey inwards and 
discover what it truly means to be a woman.
I wanted, quite simply, for them to feel joy 
and marvel in awe at how the female body 
works.

My girls learnt about menstruation when they 
were toddlers. I’m so grateful that it hasn’t 
been hidden away as if it were a deadly, 
dirty secret. Although less common now, 
many girls never knew the first thing about 

A circle can be created using red scarves, 
rope, henna, wool or other natural fibres. 

Menarche photo courtesy of Jane Hardwicke Collings
www.moonsong.com.au

There are so many lovely symbols 
which can find their way 

onto an altar: 
seashells, clay, matches, rocks, 

feathers, gems, wood, seeds, nuts. 
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moontime until they saw blood on their 
knickers for the first time! So many girls were 
traumatised and thought they were dying.
My menarche gift to both of my daughters 
was a Red Box. It contained an assortment 
of beautiful, soft, brightly coloured cotton 
menstrual pads. They learnt how to care for 
cloth pads and just how lovely they are to 
wear compared to the rather surgical-looking 
(and Toxic-Shock-Syndrome inducing) 
tampons and horrible-to-wear ‘surfboards’. I 
have modelled that the ‘soak blood’ from the 
cloth pads is given to our household plants. 
I know that makes some people squirm in 
horror, but blimey, is it really so bad? Loads 
of people are happy to buy Blood and Bone at 
the garden centre! At least this hasn’t had any 
environmental impact. It is the only ethically 
derived blood available, and it is free! And, 
menstrual blood is sterile at source.

My mother gave a book called Sister Web 
Stories (full of menstruation tales). There 
was also a booklet outlining our unenviable 
history as women, which led to the patriarchal 
society we now live in. Herstory is written 
by Jane Collings. Included was a 13 Moons 
Journal, also by Jane Collings. 
www.moonsong.com.au It allows a woman to 
jot down her daily rhythm. It includes noting 
what phase the Moon is at; how you feel 
emotionally, physically, etc. You can include 
your food cravings, tiredness, fluid retention/
breast tenderness, dreams, vaginal flow, 
blood/mucus/ovulation, and what day of 
your cycle you’re at.

The boxes included red ribbons; lovely red 
underwear; red beads to tie around their 
wrists each time they cycled; a blank journal 
for writing dreams or creating artwork. They 

were also gifted a set of divination cards to 
guide them on an inner journey. 

The Red Box contained things like soothing 
chamomile tea, restorative red raspberry-leaf 
tea, and valerian tea; nourishing essential oils 
like jasmine and rose to invite the feminine 
spirit forth, and rosemary oil to balance 
hormones.

Offering your daughter a Red Box (or basket) 
for menarche is the ultimate pamper box 
and shows how important it is that we fully 
nurture ourselves as women. 

If you’re creating a box like this, you could 
also include vouchers for an aromatherapy 
massage; reflexology, and cranio-sacral 
therapy.

During the menarche part of my elder 
daughter’s journey, we shared a ‘letters’ 
journal where we took turns to write to each 
other. It was a safe place for bonding, for 
sharing intimate thoughts away from her dad 
and sister. It was our ‘girly time’ sanctuary. 
When we finished writing, we would leave it 
under the other one’s pillow.

Holistic menstruation is about recognising 
that we’re more than just a bleeding body! A 
holistic approach guides us to making food 
choices which nurture us. It is a way which 
nourishes mind, body and soul, and honours 
their interconnectedness through ritual, art, 
writing, meditation and intuitive isolation 
during the moontime. It encourages us to 
honour our dreams, and recognise how they 
change depending upon where we are in our 
cycle.

Sisters of the Moon, from Cycle to the Moon: celebrating the menstrual trinity, by 
Veronika Sophia Robinson. Illustrated by Susan Merrick. www.starflowerpress.com 

We live in spiritually barren times. 
Very few people consciously take the time or 

invest the energy 
in celebrating rites of passage, 

let alone daily ‘moments’. 

Catching your moonblood, by Susan Merrick, from Cycle to the Moon (written by 
Veronika Sophia Robinson) www.starflowerpress.com
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By Veronika Sophia Robinson

Veronika is the founding editor and publisher of 
The Mother magazine, which she edited for 12 
years. She lives in Cumbria with her family where 
she co-edits Starflower Living, writes books and 
articles, and works as an astrologer and mentor for 
mothers. Visit www.veronikarobinson.com 

I find myself exhausted when listening to 
some parents talk about the activities they 
take their children to, and how many extra-
curricular items are on the weekly list of 
events.

Good parenting includes exposing our 
children to a wide variety of experiences, but 
is living in a constant hive of activity the only 
way? Our children are being raised in a world 
that’s busy, busy, busy. This might suit some 

adults, and then again, maybe they’ve just 
been conditioned to accept that as a way of 
life. But children? No, children don’t arrive 
in this world expecting to live such a hectic 
existence. So what happens if you’re a parent 
who wants to raise children mindfully, and to 
let them enjoy the bulk of their childhood in 
a more meaningful way? How might you go 
about it?

Slow Parenting isn’t simply a new fad. It’s a 
way of life which honours the family, and is as 
old as humanity. It takes time to learn to live 
this way if you’ve come from the midst of our 
cultural modern-madness of over-achieving. 
But if you listen to your inner voice, and trust 
yourself and your child, you will soon find 
this new way of living far more conducive 
to harmonious family living and raising 
balanced children.

In our home, our children were parented 
largely without TV. It certainly wasn’t there in 
their early, formative years. This gave us a lot 
of time to spend together, rather than staring 
at a screen. By engaging with each other and 
the natural world, we learnt to understand 
our children, and where they were at, at any 
given stage of their learning.

It’s not just about the TV though. As a parent, 
make a practice of turning off your computer 
and phone. You don’t need to be constantly 
available to the outside world. Let your child 
see that you’re making space for the family. 
Actions always speak louder than words. We 
are constant role models for 
our children. It’s not so much 
what we say, but what we 
do. Unless you’re prepared to 
practise self-care and family-
care as a priority, your child 
will learn that being detached 
and antisocial (to his needs) 
is normal. There is no way 
of communicating with your 
child that is more intimate 
than with eye contact (and 
touch). This becomes easy to 
do when we’re not distracted 
by the pull of modern 
technology. Try it. Go for a 
walk in Nature, and don’t take 
your phone. Just be present for 
your child, and for yourself. 
How does the air smell today? What birds can 
you see? Are there new shoots coming up? 
Are there ants on the path? Smell the scent 
of that pine! Wow, the sunshine sure feels 
good on my skin today. Oh, look at this heart-
shaped leaf!

My children attended minimal activities in 
their early years. Instead, we’d bake bread, 
or forage for raspberries along the hedgerow. 
We’d take a picnic to the stone circle or walk 
to the creek. They’d build dens from logs and 
branches. In the ice-cold of winter, we’d leave 
their snowman outside and trek indoors for a 
cup of hot carob and a story.

I remember so many evenings when my 
husband, Paul, would read a novel to us, as 
a family. Our girls still remember the way 

books such as The Secret Garden came to life 
under his magical voice. 

Having had a background in Montessori 
education, I understand that the nature of the 
child is to play and that the ‘work’ they do is 
meaningful and playful.

I also learnt that my life, even as a full-time 
stay-at-home mother, was just as important 
as theirs, and so I cultivated my dreams, 
pleasures and hobbies right alongside 
my children. As witnesses to my life, my 
daughters saw me creating, playing, relaxing 
and nurturing my need for fun, peace, love 

and laughter. 

Slow Parenting, for me, also 
meant being strong in my 
parental boundaries around 
space, time and behaviour. 
Saying no means no. Yes 
means yes. Boundaries are 
vital, not just in the heart of 
family life, but in how we 
interact with other people, 
animals and plants. Slow 
Parenting isn’t about being 
lax with your kids, but about 
living a life that has meaning, 
soul and purpose.

Boredom was not an option 
nor an inevitability. Children 

often become bored, it seems to me, when 
they are not given the freedom to be creative. 
For example, they may have too many toys 
or items to distract them from going inwards. 
In our home, there was one toy box shared 
between both girls. When that became full, 
items were chosen by the girls to give to 
charity.

So much was made and created from toilet 
rolls, cardboard boxes, twine, grass, sticks, 
dirt, twigs, scrap fabrics and old ribbon. 
They didn’t need a cupboard full of craft 
items in order to be creative. In fact, the less 
they had the more creative they became. It 
truly was a blessing to witness. As I write, 
my daughters are aged 19 and 17. They 
are immensely creative, and although their 
creative storecupboard of childhood might 

Slow Parenting
Finding joy in daily family life
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have looked bleak and barren to an outsider, 
nothing could have been further from the truth. 
They were inventive, imaginative and joyful 
in their play. Bethany composes music, draws 
beautiful pictures and plays instruments: piano, 
violin, flute and guitar. Eliza also draws, learnt 
saxophone, guitar and piano, has had a trilogy 
published, and is writing her eighth novel. 
Both of our daughters love to cook, too.  A 
certain irony to being raised without TV is that 
Eliza’s planning to do Film and TV studies at 
university. 

Our days had a good balance of activity and 
quiet time. As a family who home educated, 
mealtimes were a way to come together and 
say a prayer of gratitude for our meal and share 
conversation. It was not a place for fighting 
or anger but to enjoy each other’s company in 
a different setting. Storytime meant coming 
together, usually lying over each other’s legs, 
cuddled on the sofa. The garden or long walks 
by hedgerows, in the woods, or by the stone 
circle, were also times for being slower. We 
had thousands of conversations about the big 
stuff: what’s at the end of forever?; and small 
stuff: shall we bake a cake for the cat’s birthday? 
We’d eat under the plum trees, and bring bags 
of books to read in the shade. Sometimes we’d 
do nothing but watch the bees and butterflies at 
play. 

I treasured our daily walks around the block. 
The ‘block’ is about 2.5 miles around several 
farmers’ fields. This, at child speed, usually 
took a couple of hours because it included 
foraging for berries, picking wild poppies, 
looking at sheep suckling their lambs, watching 
birds soar overhead. As a mother, this was a 
time for me to be free of household distractions, 
work and phone calls. Just me and the 
children, chatting, holding hands, laughing, 
and dreaming the big dreams. I learnt so much 
about my daughters by having this sacrosanct 
time together even though we spent every 
day in each other’s company. I was often quite 
shocked when we had visitors with children 
who would barely walk 100 metres with us 
before complaining they were tired, and then 
screaming that they hated walking. Our daily 
walks always felt so different. The sky, the 
weather, the animals we’d see, or other people 
walking. No two days were the same. 

Harvesting the vegetables with Dad.

Eliza enjoying blackberry season.

Bethany and Alfie

Eliza and Bethany enjoying bedtime reading
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What young children need is our stability, 
nurturing and love. They don’t need to be 
sent off to various groups or classes. I’m not 
suggesting that they should be denied all 
extra-curricular activities, so much as limiting 
the amount of time spent in formal situations. 
What a toddler needs, for example, is to walk 
at their pace, sniffing dandelions or watching 
a bumblebee maneuver its way out of a 
foxglove. Your child needs you nearby as he’s 
splashing in a puddle and making patterns in 
the mud. Whether he’s silent as he’s studying 
his environment or practising new words, 
the point is that he’s doing things at his pace 
rather than being shunted from Tumble Tots 
to play group to the soft-play centre.

A child who has his nature and age and 
development honoured in this way is far less 
likely to have a ‘tantrum’. He has no need 
to break down, because he has his constant 
caregiver there for him as he breaks through in 
his learning. A one-on-one social interaction 
with a loving caregiver (ideally the mother or 
father) is far more beneficial than being with a 
group of similar-aged children all crying out 
to get their needs met.

A young child is constantly learning (hence 
the need for daytime naps, so the brain can 
catch up and calibrate everything that has 
happened), and there is more than enough to 
learn when taking a simple walk or eating a 
meal or planting some seeds in the garden.
Mothers are under a lot of pressure to be seen 

to give their child many experiences, but the 
truth is that a simple home-based life has 
more than enough interaction and interest for 
a young child.

As your child becomes a little older, say about 
five, he still needs ample time spent living 
simply. The loving bond you foster with your 
child shapes him for the rest of his life. Don’t 
be in a hurry to sever it for the sake of a group 
class or activity if he’s not ready to be parted 
from you. It’s too easy for us to overlook our 
child’s cues. A mindful parent is constantly 
‘reading’ their child and paying attention to 
body language.

Many mothers are terrified by the idea of 
spending long swathes of time with their 
children, but in fairness, kids can be left to 
come up with their own way of playing. You 
don’t need to be part of their games. Your job 
is that of a protector, and to make sure they’re 
safe, but you’re not their playmate (even in 
the case of an only child).

It’s easy to take our children and our life for 
granted. But we should never sink to such a 
level for none of us knows what is in store. 
Make the most of every day. If you’ve had a 
rubbish day, then start again tomorrow. That 
has always got me through the not-so-great 
days.

Mothers are under a lot of pressure to be seen 
to give their child many experiences, 

but the truth is that a simple home-based life 
has more than enough interaction and interest for a young child.

Our daughter Eliza spent a few years walking on tiptoes. We started to wonder if perhaps there 
was something wrong with her legs. But the reason she walked this way was because she was so 
excited about life! Every morning she’d ask: what are we doing that’s fun today? Children have 
a natural awe of the world around them. If we can step back and get out of their way, we’ll give 
them one of the greatest gifts ever.

Slow down. Nothing is that important. Savour every day with your child, and make time for that 
cool drink under the apple tree or that sandwich by the creek. Have the space in your days to 
read, laugh, imagine, tell stories, play and make food together. These moments are not ones you’ll 
ever regret. 

Photographs with this article are of Bethany and Eliza Robinson
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Take a few moments to look at the picture, and breathe. 

Breathe in the blue of  the water and feel it as if  it could fill every cell in your body, relaxing and 
calming, bringing peace and knowing. Breathe in this sense of  knowing; of  knowing who you are at your 
core, your soul being, your truth. Breathe in acceptance, gratitude and joy for your precious place in the 
world.

Imagine your life is the ocean in the picture, tranquil and calm. A beautiful experience.
You are riding it as if  you are on a board, guided by the currents but ultimately choosing your own 
direction. All choices are here in this ocean; you can choose one direction or another in each and every 
moment.

Breathe this understanding into your body. Feel this knowing. Feel yourself  steering your life in the 
directions you choose, knowing at a deep level that you always have the choice to change direction; 
that life is not static, but an ocean that is constantly moving and creating more and more opportunities 
Know that you are impacting life, just as it impacts you. Breathe into this space of  possibility and 
freedom, breathe it into every cell in your being.

Stay in this space for as long as you wish. When you feel ready, gradually become aware of  your body, 
your hands and feet and your surroundings. Take a few moments to come back from this relaxed space 
before continuing your day. Take a few moments to look at the picture and breathe. Gently notice the peacefulness of  the scene.

Breathe in this peacefulness and tranquility. 

With each breath imagine the water gently lapping near you. Feel yourself  becoming more and more 
relaxed with each breath.

Feel the peaceful blue of  the water and the sky calming and replenishing you.
Let any thoughts or worries drift away as if  taken by the lapping water. There is no need to do anything 
in this moment except breathe. Just breathe.

Take a moment to imagine you are on the walkway across the tranquil water. Notice where you are, how 
far you have come, and if  you can see where you are going. There is no need to know anything, simply 
witness if  anything comes to you.

In this tranquility, allow your inspiration to come to you. Perhaps there is an inner message for you to 
hear or feel.

Enjoy this peaceful space where all is possible and all is still in the same moment. Breathe in the blue of  
the water and take a few moments to appreciate how tranquil your body, mind and soul feel.

Notice how your breath energises and releases with each in and out breath like the lapping of  the water, 
a constant cycle of  ebb and flow, energy and release. Stay in this space for as long as you wish.
When you feel ready, gradually become aware of  your body, your hands and feet, and your surroundings. 
Take a few moments to come back from this relaxed space before continuing your day.

Water Meditations

Direction

Tranquility

by Samantha Rock Cooper
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health notes

Most of the calcium in the human body is 
found in the bones. The tiny amount which is 
in the bloodstream is responsible for important 
functions such as the transmission of nerve 
impulses, muscle contraction and maintenance 
of the heartbeat.

Calcium is lost from our bloodstream through 
urine, sweat, and faeces, and is renewed with 
calcium from bone. This bone calcium must be 
replaced from food.

Our need for calcium changes throughout our 
life. For about the first thirty years of our lives, 
we eat more calcium than is lost. Childhood 
and adolescence are important times for taking 
in calcium. With age, our body heads towards 
a negative calcium balance. When we’ve lost 
too much, our bones soften or we develop 
osteoporosis.

Calcium is lost when a diet is too high in 
protein (e.g. animal products); caffeine; high 
sodium; alcohol.

The most important health factor in slowing 
bone loss is daily exercise.

Calcium needs to be consumed on a daily 
basis. 

Boron helps minimise the loss of body calcium 
through the urine. Vegetarians tend to eat 
more fruits and vegetables, which contain 
boron. Too much phosphorus in foods lowers 
calcium in the blood, and leaches calcium from 
the bones. Foods with higher phosphorus than 
calcium include meat, fish and poultry. Yeast 
is also quite high. Soft drinks are notoriously 
high in phosphorus. 

Plant-based sources of calcium:
Kale, collards, mustard greens, broccoli and 
cabbage, almonds, kelp, hulled sesame seeds, 
sunflower seeds, tofu, nuts, sea vegetables, 
dried figs, quinoa, amaranth, corn, wheat, 
brown rice and blackstrap molasses. One cup 
of cooked quinoa (an ancient grain) contains as 
much calcium as an entire quart of dairy milk! 
Dairy milk is linked to juvenile-onset diabetes 
and other serious conditions, and is not an 
ideal form of calcium. Some cultures consume 
no dairy, and they generally have the  lowest 
rates of osteoporosis.    

Raspberry tea has long been 
known as women’s tea, for its 
beneficial effects on the uterus 
and hormones. It is safe to drink 
throughout pregnancy, birth and 
post-partum, as well as being 
helpful for menopause.
     
Raspberry tea allows a woman 
to enjoy a healthy pregnancy, 
eases labour, and contributes 
to successful breastfeeding. It’s 
suitable for all members of the 
family, particularly those under 
stress or healing from illness.

Contrary to popular myth, vegetarians tend 
to be less prone to anaemia than meat eaters, 
because of the addition of leafy greens to their 
diet. Spinach, for example, has eleven times 
the iron of ground beef, and kale has fourteen 
times the iron of red meat, and nonheme iron 
(plant-based iron) is absorbed by the human 
body four times more effectively when the 
diet consists of fresh fruit and vegetables as 
they contain vitamin C, which is necessary 
to assimilate iron. Scientists have found that 
long-term vegetarians assimilate iron from 
vegetables more efficiently than meat eaters.

Products which inhibit the absorption of iron 
include black tea, and dairy products. People 
new to vegetarianism often increase their 
consumption of dairy because of the ‘iron myth’, 
however this is of no benefit. They would need 
to drink about fifty gallons of cows’ milk to get 
the iron that’s in a bowl of spinach. Not only is 
dairy lacking in iron, it also inhibits the uptake 
of high-iron plant foods, such as vegetables, 
grains and fruits. Using iron supplements long 
term can disrupt the absorption of selenium, 
copper and zinc.

Signs of anaemia include: lethargy, fatigue, 
apathy, headaches, brittle nails, dark circles 
under eyes, poor memory and hair loss. 

Severe iron deficiency can lead to cravings for 
starch, clay and ice. Too much iron (through 
supplements) can cause cirrhosis of the liver, 
hyper-pigmentation of the skin, and diabetes.

Natural Sources of Iron

Leafy green vegetables (raw), such as spinach/kale
Sunflower seeds

Almonds
Beans
Peas

Aubergine
Dried fruit, such as apricots

Black strap molasses
Asparagus

Herbs
Whole grains
Prune juice

Calcium

Red Raspberry Leaf Tea

Are You Getting Enough Iron?
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New Moon in Aquarius

Regardless of your zodiac sign, 
the energy of the New Moon 

applies to everyone, 
and each of us 

can utilise the sign it is in.

Manifesting 
with the New Moon

When writing your New Moon intentions or goals, 
keep them in the present, like an affirmation. One 
way is to write I have or I am. Avoid writing in 
the future; for example: I am going to be healthy. 
Instead, write I am healthy or I choose health. 

Ideally, make your intentions within the first 
eight hours after a New Moon, or within two 
days. The closer to the New Moon, the better. 
Write them by hand. 

See issue 8 of Starflower Living for examples of New Moon 
wishes in Aquarius.

New Moon in Aquarius
February 18th, 2015

23.47 GMT

A New Moon is an energetic portal 
to your future. This time is perfect for 
making known your intentions. Write 
them down, and speak them out loud 
to the Universe. It is a time to magnetise 
your desires, and call them forth. 

Aquarius is often symbolised by the 
water bearer, even though it is an 
air sign. The water is symbolic of 
knowledge, and as it flows it shows us 
that it is vital, flowing and purified. 

This is the second New Moon in 
Aquarius this year. The last one, last 
month, was in early Aquarius. This 
one is on the last degree.

Illustration above by Sara Simon.
www.sarasimon.co.uk

To book an astrology reading, 
or 10-week astro-mentoring programme, 

visit: www.veronikarobinson.com

by Veronika Robinson
www.veronikarobinson.com 

When Walk In Her Shoes caught 
my eye, it literally brought tears 
to my eyes. Oh how easy it is to 
take water for granted. Several 
times a week I swim in water, 
and I do a few aquafit classes, 
too. And then there are the 
showers: the morning showers, 
and the showers after the pool to 
wash off the chlorine. I drink a 
couple of litres of water a day. 
Water, water, everywhere. Or 
not. 

Imagine the millions of women 
around the world who do not 
have the luxury of water on their 
doorstep. That’s the reality for 
many people. Walk In Her Shoes 
is a campaign by the charity Care 
International to raise awareness 
that many women and girls not only walk about five 
miles a day to collect water, they then carry about 20 
litres back to their families.

I have wholeheartedly agreed to take part in this 
cause, as the right to clean drinking water is very 
close to my heart. It is a fundamental human right. 
On March 1st, I shall walk five miles a day for a 
week in the hope of not only raising awareness, but 
raising funds. My goal is to raise £100, but my dream 
is to raise £1500. Why am I taking part? The obvious 
reason is to make a difference to the lives of people 
I will never meet. It’s also to walk my talk. I value 
the sisterhood, and consider myself a feminist in the 
truest sense of the word: I am a woman who believes 
in equality. It’s too easy to compare ourselves to men 
and miss the obvious: that our sisters around the world are struggling. I can’t save the whole world, 
but I might just make a difference to a small village.  You can follow my lead up to this week, and 
of course the week of the walk, on my fundraising page.
If you’d like to sponsor me, you can do so on the page:
https://give.everydayhero.com/uk/veronika-robinson (payments will be processed directly by 
the charity).

If you’d like to take part in Walk in Her Shoes yourself, visit www.walkinhershoes.co.uk
Photo above © Care International. Help children like Ambie to have access to clean water.
  

Walk in Her Shoes

£100 will provide water and 
sanitation for a class of school 
children for two years.

£1500 will build a well in 
the community to provide 
an abudance of fresh, clean 
water which will serve over 
70 000 people in the local 
area.
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Veronika Robinson is the author of the 
popular vegetarian recipe book 
The Mystic Cookfire, published by Starflower 
Press. A donation from each copy sold 
feeds an orphan in Africa for a week. She is 
currently writing two more recipe books.

In My 
Kitchen

Crust
1 cup desiccated coconut

1 cup cashew nuts
5 tablespoons maple syrup

3 tablespoons cocoa

Cheesecake 
2 cups frozen cherries

8 tablespoons maple syrup
2 teaspoons vanilla

2.5 cups raw cashews (soaked overnight)
3 tablespoons melted coconut oil

2 teaspoons vanilla
1/2 cup water

Blend crust ingredients until well combined. 
Press firmly into a spring-form cake pan. 

Blend cherries, maple and vanilla  until well 
combined, and set aside.

Blend cashews until very well combined, then 
add cherry mix and remaining ingredients, 
and blend until well combined. Spread over 
the crust and leave to freeze for several hours 
or overnight. Allow 5 - 10 minutes to defrost 
before serving.

Cherry Cheesecake  

Dairy free
Gluten free

No baking!

Thank you for The Mystic Cookfire I am finding lots 
of wonderful recipes in there to satisfy this closet 
vegan! Love and blessings, Claire

I love cooking, and, like you, struggle to follow 
recipes, but have really enjoyed yours. The first one 
saw Surya and I eagerly collecting nettles from our 
garden for the soup; both girls loved it, and ate the 
whole pot full! The thoughts and wisdom you share 
about the breath, our food and our culture are so 
wise and true, and the pictures are great. It in itself 
is a nourishing read! So much more than a cook-
book. Clare

My family are all enjoying your great recipes from 
The Mystic Cookfire as I work my way through. I’m 
really enjoying developing a store cupboard of in-
gredients and discovering more tasty vegan meals. 
I get my organic veg box for the week, see what’s 
in it, and then go straight to The Mystic Cookfire 
either for inspiration or to follow a recipe exactly. 
At this moment, a blueberry cheesecake is chilling 
in the fridge ~ and it will be enjoyed by veggies and 
non-veggies alike, so thank you. I hope to see you 
sometime soon. With love, Heather

I have just ordered your beautiful book The Mystic 
Cookfire online at Starflower Press. My friend lent 
me the book, and it has put me into such a lovely 
inner space... I am very, very grateful. I have MS 
and food is a big part of my healing process. I’m a 
passionate cook and it’s lovely to feel inspired to be 
more aware, meditative and loving when I cook. I 
was going to photocopy some recipes, and quickly 
realised that I needed to copy the whole book! It 
will be wonderful to have my own. Its energy is 
already permeating my life. Thank you so much for 
the inspiration, love and yumminess. May the good 
energy you send out into the world be returned to 
you manyfold. In joy and gratitude, Jitindriya

I just wanted to drop you a quick email to thank 
you so much for sending and signing my copy of 
The Mystic Cookfire. Each week my family and I do 
a whole week’s cooking from a chosen cookbook, 
so we are working our way through your yummy 
recipes nicely. Alex
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125g lentils, soaked overnight, rinsed and drained
400g tomatoes, tinned or fresh, chopped

3 cloves garlic, crushed
150ml vegetable bouillon

pinch of nutmeg
3 T olive oil

250g aubergine
1 onion, chopped

1/2 t dried oregano
1 egg (or egg replacer)

150g vegan or dairy soft cream cheese
Sea salt

Ground black pepper
Pinch of nutmeg

Into a pan, place lentils, garlic, nutmeg, 
oregano, tomatoes, bouillon and bring to the 
boil. Simmer for half an hour until the lentils 
are tender. Add more water if needed.

Fry, grill or bake the aubergine and onion 
until soft. You want the aubergine to be 
golden, so use more olive oil if needed.

In a bowl, beat the egg/replacer, nutmeg, soft 
cheese, salt and pepper.

In a casserole dish, layer the lentils and 
aubergines. Pour the cheesey topping over the 
top. Bake at 200C for half an hour. Allow to 
stand for a few minutes before serving.

Puy Lentil Moussaka

2 fennel bulbs, leaves removed
1 onion, chopped

3 cloves garlic, chopped
2 teaspons fresh rosemary, chopped

100ml red wine
400g tomatoes, chopped (tinned or fresh)

1 orange, sliced
Sea salt

ground black pepper
olive or coconut oil

1/4 cup flaked almonds for the top

Slice fennel lengthwise in 1cm slices. Gently 
fry for five minutes (can be water sauteed if 
preferred). Remove from pan, then add onion, 
garlic, rosemary, salt and pepper. Add wine, 
tomatoes and orange slices. Allow to simmer for 
five minutes, then place into a baking dish and 
arrange fennel over it.  Sprinkle flaked almonds on 
the top. Bake at 180C for 30 minutes.

Orange and Fennel Gratin
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Oestrogen levels rise as the Moon waxes 
towards full. Many women find they don’t 
need as much sleep at the Full Moon as it 
energises them. They are also more likely 
to feel inclined towards lovemaking at this 
time. The light of the Moon increases physical 
energy, and people are more inclined to be 
emotional.

As the Moon wanes, progesterone increases 
and prepares the womb for the possibility of 
gestation.

The dark Moon is when women are more 
inclined to rest: their hormones wane and they 
are psychically aware.

Birth rates are lower at the New Moon than 
the full Moon. Fertility is also higher when the 
Moon conjuncts your natal ascendant (rising 
sign). This is the zodiacal sign that marks your 
own time of birth. 

Spontaneous ovulation
When the Moon is at the same phase as it is in 
a woman’s natal lunar astrological chart, she 
can spontaneously ovulate during orgasm.

To be at your most fertile, it is ideal if the 
lunar phase coincides with your natal lunar 
phase. (This is calculated by counting the 
degrees that the Moon is ahead of the Sun). 
When this occurs each month, then you’re at 
your most fertile.

A note for men: your sperm count peaks 
during your lunar return (that is, when the 
Moon is in the same sign as your natal Moon 
sign).

Sex of a baby
If a baby is conceived during the times when 
the Moon is transiting a masculine zodiac 
sign, you will have a boy. And likewise, a girl 
will be conceived during the feminine signs.

The Moon 
and Your Fertility

Menstrual mandala illustrated by Susan Merrick, from 
Cycle to the Moon, written by Veronika Sophia Robinson 
www.starflowerpress.com

Masculine zodiac signs: Aries, Gemini, Leo, 
Libra, Sagittarius and Aquarius. 

Feminine zodiac signs: Taurus, Cancer, Virgo, 
Scorpio, Capricorn and Pisces. 

Cosmic fertility, as researched by Dr Jonas, 
was found to be 97% reliable. His research, 
which began in the mid 1950s, came about 
when he stumbled upon a fragment of an 
ancient Babylonian-Assyrian text which read: 
Woman is only fertile during a certain phase of the 
Moon.

He ascertained that women enter cosmo-
fertility two days prior to the Sun/
Moon return. If using this as a method of 
contraception, she should use other birth 
control or abstain 36 hours before and 12 hours 
after the return point. This allows for egg and 
sperm life. 

Studies in astrological birth control suggest 
that the Moon’s transit through different 
zodiac signs determines how the alkalinity or 
acidity of the womb will affect the sperm.

The Menstrual Mandala
You can use a menstrual mandala to write down your observations for each day of the lunar cycle, such as how you’re 
feeling physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually. 
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By Paul Robinson

Paul is a voice-over artist, voice coach, 
ventriloquist and a singer, and as you can see, he 
likes using his voice. 

Are you thinking what I’m thinking? Are 
you thinking at all? Or is your mind, much 
like mine, usually running along the same 
old grooves: driven by your subconscious, 
and dragged along by the pressures of your 
everyday life? 

A lot of what goes on in our minds is the 
rerunning of those old subconscious patterns; 
and most of the rest of our mental activity is 
shaped by the confines of our daily routines. 
In our society, that which is deemed normal 
and beneficial is unquestioningly accepted by 
most of us. These ways of being and doing 
have become the foundations and structures 
of our way of life. They’re rarely challenged 

or even queried, because thinking outside the 
box isn’t encouraged or nurtured.

The powers-that-be don’t want us to 
investigate the rationales behind how they 
wish us to live our lives; they prefer that our 
minds are occupied, one way or another, so 
that we don’t have the time or energy to ask 
questions, and to think laterally about our 
existence. And it’s much easier and far less 
trouble for people to follow the leaders, and to 
be part of the herd. 

Society is like a machine: all the parts are 
designed to fit together well, and function 
efficiently. Even if some of the components 
are detrimental or dangerous, those in charge, 
and the media, can baffle us with science, 
so that we can be persuaded otherwise. The 
directions of our lives are, in broad terms, 
largely dictated to us. We’re encouraged to 
think that we need to be competitive in order 

to get on in life – or, alternatively, to blob out 
and to rarely engage our brains. Either way, 
we’re unlikely to upset the smooth running of 
the machine. To conform is the norm.

We’re all members of the human race, in 
more ways than one; that word, race, can be 
interpreted in the sense of a competition – full 
of winners and losers. And the competitive 
aspects of our lives are fundamental, and 
divisive. Our education system is based 
on us doing better than our peers, with the 
objective of us being able to compete as a 
country against other countries. And, at the 
risk of repeating myself (well, it’s expected 
at my age), our parliamentary system is also 
competitive, rather than cooperative. When 
have you ever seen a candidate rejoice when 
beaten by another would-be MP? Never! But 
shouldn’t they, in a democracy, be rejoicing 
that the will of the people has been carried 
out? The elected representative then goes 
to parliament to follow a party line which 
involves criticising and belittling opponents, 
instead of getting together with them to try 
and constructively work out strategies to 
improve the lot of the 
people. I’m heartily 
fed up with political 
parties jostling for 
position as a general 
election looms. Position 
is the operative word. 
Each party looks for 
policies which they 
think may enhance 
their chances of getting 
into power. Any 
integrity they might still have is eroded as 
they prepare to compromise their principles 
in order to cultivate popularity. How can the 
children of a nation be expected to grow into 
rounded adults when they see their ‘leaders’ 
jockeying for position in such a tawdry 
manner? The shenanigans of some of those 
MPs aren’t much better than the ‘diving’ of 
many professional footballers, who try and 
con the referee into giving them a penalty by 
simulating a foul – behaviour which is aped 
by children throughout the land. (I apologise 
to any apes that may be offended by this 
comparison with professional footballers and 
politicians.)

And even worse, in my opinion, is our 
adversarial legal system. (No wonder 
so many lawyers end up in Parliament!) 
Wouldn’t justice be served much better if 
the legal brains combined their intellects 
and their emotional intelligence to try to get 
to the truth of the cases they try? How can 
justice be served without impartiality and 
even-handedness? With great difficulty! The 
lawyers should leave the point-scoring to 
darts and rugby players.

I don’t like this almost all-pervading 
competiveness. The human race may have 
needed that in our earliest times: speed 
and power have been at the core of our 
evolutionary development and survival. But 
there has been some advancement over those 
millennia, and it’s become clear that winning-
at-all-costs, competitive societies will never 
achieve peace and stability. There will always 
be some country bigger and stronger, or that 
aspires to be bigger and stronger, that will 
want war and instability.

So what’s all this got to do with the title of 
what I’m writing? Well, 
it’s hard for someone 
with a nonconformist 
viewpoint to fit in with 
most other people. If a 
person goes against the 
grain in one area, then 
it’s almost inevitable 
that other givens will 
be questioned. Here’s 
a short list of subjects 
the discussion of which 

is likely to raise hackles, I’m sure you can 
think of others: vegetarian/veganism; non-
vaccination; the use of animals in medical and 
cosmetic testing; breastfeeding; long-term 
breastfeeding; full-term breastfeeding; home 
education; warfare and defence; healthcare 
versus sickness care; truly healthy nutrition; 
sexism, racism, homophobia; questioning the 
norm…and the list could go on and on.

Bearing those topics in mind, once the surface, 
social niceties are out of the way, it’s hard to 
have a conversation with most people that 
has much depth. Either the other person 
looks blankly, thinks the nonconformist is 

Fitting In

Writing a list of things which 
nurture us is a good start. 

Actually getting on and doing 
or experiencing those things 
is obviously the next step.
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peculiar, or is threatened by the content of 
what’s been said. Often the nonconformist 
is ridiculed, especially in a workplace, and 
even more so in a school. There’s nothing 
like a bit of solidarity amongst the narrow 
minded to make them feel more adequate 
in the face of questions which threaten the 
security of their worldview. The usual result 
of this is that the nonconformist tends to 
withdraw. This is especially saddening to 
observe in a younger person, who is still 
negotiating the complexities of becoming an 
adult. The tendency, no matter how outgoing 
the personality, is to hide one’s lamp under a 
bushel, and to become invisible.

There are probably more young people of this 
kind now than when I was that age. This is, in 
part, because of information being much more 
readily available, so that those who are open 
to thinking outside the box are more likely 
to have their appetites whetted; but such 
people are still very much in the minority, and 
the impact the reaction of non-questioners 
can have must not be underestimated. I was 
blessed, in that I didn’t have my eyes properly 
opened until I was in middle age, and had 
developed enough sense of self to be able 
to deal with the various types of negative 
reaction I’ve described. Had I been a lot 
younger, I don’t think I’d have handled it 
well.

Of course, when one nonconformist meets 
another, or someone who’s leaning in that 
direction, it’s a joyous occasion. My blessings 
multiplied when I met Veronika, and we 
quickly discovered that our worldviews 
coincided on many levels and in many ways. I 
always think of our relationship as two hands 
fitting, finger between finger. This means that 
the lack, locally, of people, with whom I feel 
that I can be my complete self, isn’t felt nearly 
as much as it would be in other circumstances. 
Veronika and I are very well matched, and 
we’ve had hardly a cross word in the nearly 
20 years we’ve been together – and only three 
sudokus.

I’d like this sense of deeper connection to 
extend, in some ways, to lots of people – 
actually, everyone. But it seems a forlorn 
hope. For example, I’ve been exercising for 

over a year in a gym at a place where there 
are often young mothers, sitting in the café, 
or waiting for an activity to start. I can recall 
only one woman who was breastfeeding 
there, but many, many bottle feeders; and I 
feel pain for all those babies who are missing 
out on their biological expectations, being fed 
the perfect food for a calf. A while ago, I saw a 
ten-week-old baby, who was obviously much 
loved, being left, with the very pleasant 40ish 
grandmother, in a plastic car-seat, having 
milk from a bottle while the mother went out 
for a fag. My heart bled for all three of them. 
And I felt frustrated and useless. It would 
take a better person than me to directly talk to 
people in that situation. And even to bring up 
any of these controversial (to some) subjects 
in conversation is a challenge. The other 
person often feels threatened, or lectured to. 
So I usually put these things into my too-hard 
basket. It’s relatively easy to air thoughts in 
writing, but in person is a different matter. 

This is a common experience amongst people 
who go against the norm. It’s the rock and the 
hard-place thing. Either the nonconformist 
sticks their neck above the parapet, and 
risks being shot down, or they suppress 
their principles, their empathy, their deeper 
knowing, and in the end: their spirit. Some 
of the people who do speak their thoughts 
about our brainwashed society are considered 
heretics. Try speaking up against vaccination! 
And as a result of the often ill-considered 
kneejerk reactions to what they say, they can 
become louder and angry as a form of self-
defence. The ideal way to get a controversial 
message across is to be low key and subtle 
when sharing those ideas, but the response is 
often vitriolic, which, in turn, can provoke a 
similar reaction in the nonconformist. Most 
people can only deal with a certain amount of 
this negativity. It’s draining and debilitating 
to be constantly on one’s guard against saying 
the wrong thing. Sooner or later, burnout 
and illness can result. It’s common for the 
nonconformist to retreat, feeling isolated, 
and perhaps depressed, at not feeling heard 
and understood, and for denying their true 
feelings and self to others, and often to 
themselves.

Life can seem empty for someone who feels 

that the sense of purpose and fulfilment that 
sharing the insights they’ve accumulated over, 
perhaps, many years is being denied to them. 
What can such a person do to help themselves 
if that’s how their day-to-day existence 
appears to them? The most important 
relationship we have is with our self. If we 
learn to love and respect our self, then we’ll 
feel better about life no matter what it has in 
store. A person who can truly love their self 
can truly love others – extending compassion, 
empathy and understanding to them. And as 
well as loving other people, specifically and in 
general, they’ll come to love what is – seeing 
that which is happening in their lives from a 
higher, broader perspective. All the spiritual 
and psychological teachings worth their salt 
converge around these principles. In addition 
to feeling better about themselves and their 
life, such a person will find their interactions, 
on whatever subject – light or deep – with 
others to be easier and more fulfilling.

There are many ways of going about 
improving self-love-worth-respect. A good 
starting point would be to make sure that 
we be kind to ourselves in the way that we 
might a dear friend or relative. Writing a list 
of things which nurture us is a good start. 
Actually getting on and doing or experiencing 
those things is obviously the next step. It’s not 
unlike Julia Cameron’s artist dates, which she 
explains in her excellent and liberating book 
The Artist’s Way.

The work of the Institute of HeartMath is 
brilliant. In a nutshell, it empowers one to 
manage the emotions by tuning into the 
wisdom of the ‘little brain’ in the heart. It’s a 
clearly defined pathway to cultivating love, 
and to become much more in touch with 
intuition and the deeper self. If that sounds 
New Age and fairy dust, it’s securely based 
on scientific research. The books are great, and 
there are many free articles, some of which 
are in-depth, on the website. http:/www.
heartmath.org/

Recently, I came across 12 Ways You Can 
Love Yourself Now…from Louise Hay. 
https://www.facebook.com/louiselhay/
posts/10152797680854750 

There’s an incredible amount of wisdom 
in what she writes, and number 10: Do 
Mirror Work, particularly caught my eye. 
It’s something which has occurred to me 
occasionally over the years, but I’ve never 
followed it up, until now. As with anything to 
do with changing oneself, a commitment has 
to be made to put in the work, otherwise it’s 
rather like watching a trailer for a fantastic-
looking movie, and then not getting round to 
seeing the actual movie. Whichever path you 
take, follow it to its destination. There you’ll 
find self-esteem and love. And you won’t 
have to change your name to Norm!
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12 Ways You Can Love Yourself Now 

Learn helpful tips for self-love

by Louise Hay

I have found that there is only one thing 
that heals every problem, and that is: to love 
yourself. When people start to love themselves 
more each day, it’s amazing how their lives get 
better. They feel better. They get the jobs they 
want. They have the money they need. Their 
relationships either improve, or the negative 
ones dissolve and new ones begin.

Loving yourself is a wonderful adventure; it’s 
like learning to fly. Imagine if we all had the 
power to fly at will? How exciting it would be! 
Let’s begin to love ourselves now.

Here are 12 Commandments to help you 
learn how to love yourself:

Stop All Criticism

Criticism never changes a thing. Refuse to 
criticise yourself. Accept yourself exactly 
as you are. Everybody changes. When you 
criticise yourself, your changes are negative. 
When you approve of yourself, your changes 
are positive.

Forgive Yourself

Let the past go. You did the best you could at 
the time with the understanding, awareness, 
and knowledge that you had. Now you are 
growing and changing, and you will live life 
differently.

Don’t Scare Yourself

Stop terrorising yourself with your thoughts. 
It’s a dreadful way to live. Find a mental image 
that gives you pleasure, and immediately 
switch your scary thought to a pleasure 
thought.

Be Gentle and Kind and Patient

Be gentle with yourself. Be kind to yourself. 
Be patient with yourself as you learn the new 
ways of thinking. Treat yourself as you would 
someone you really loved.

Be Kind to Your Mind

Self-hatred is only hating your own thoughts. 
Don’t hate yourself for having the thoughts. 
Gently change your thoughts.

Praise Yourself

Criticism breaks down the inner spirit. Praise 
builds it up. Praise yourself as much as you 
can. Tell yourself how well you are doing with 
every little thing.

Support Yourself

Find ways to support yourself. Reach out to 
friends and allow them to help you. It is being 
strong to ask for help when you need it.

Be Loving to Your Negatives

Acknowledge that you created them to fulfill a 
need. Now you are finding new, positive ways 
to fulfill those needs. So lovingly release the 
old negative patterns.

Take Care of Your Body

Learn about nutrition. What kind of fuel does 
your body need in order to have optimal 
energy and vitality? Learn about exercise. 
What kind of exercise do you enjoy? Cherish 
and revere the temple you live in.

Do Mirror Work

Look into your eyes often. Express this 
growing sense of love you have for yourself. 
Forgive yourself while looking into the mirror. 
Talk to your parents while looking into the 
mirror. Forgive them, too. At least once a day, 
say, “I love you, I really love you!”

Love Yourself . . . Do It Now

Don’t wait until you get well, or lose the 
weight, or get the new job, or find the new 
relationship. Begin now—and do the best you 
can.

Have Fun

Remember the things that gave you joy as a 
child. Incorporate them into your life now. 
Find a way to have fun with everything you 
do. Let yourself express the joy of living. 
Smile. Laugh. Rejoice, and the Universe 
rejoices with you!

By Fleur Parker

Fleur is a writer, podcaster, NCT 
antenatal teacher and doula. 
www.nurturedspace.org.uk 

The story of birth is set in a time 
we remember in our bones, in our 
hearts and souls. There is a primal 
response to our ultimate co-creation 
with nature – the making of life. The 
stories we tell are simple and full of 
love and pain. This is not an easy 
time, but it is a simple time, a time 
we are stripped back and remember what it is 
to be man, what it is to be woman.

As our babies grow, our bellies become 
rounded, our bodies softer, our emotions 
more raw and our relationships deepen. 
There is a connection between all men and all 
women as they create new life, new memories, 
and grow families.  Strangers connect as 
friendships and communities are formed.   

There is time to relax into pregnancy, to 
nourish ourselves, to connect with our baby. 
A pause in the day to drink raspberry-leaf tea, 
to massage oil into our skin, to listen to music, 
to daydream…………..to just be. As we move 
through life from Maiden to Mother, who will 
we become, what lives are we mindfully and 
authentically creating?

There is a rhythm to birth. A rhythm that is 
accompanied by pulsating oxytocin, flashes 
of endorphins, and the peace found within 
deep… synchronised… breathing.  Pacing 
barefoot, feet firmly on the ground, energy 
flows deep and strong around the body. 
Easing into water there is a grateful release 

from gravity, a flood of oxytocin, and a deep 
connection with all that will be.

Firelight or candlelight bring a flickering 
energy to the birthing space, allowing birth 
partners to be present in the shadows - 
waiting, nurturing, mindfully anticipating 
and reacting. All the while the baby makes its 
journey towards us, twisting and turning – 
sharing its mother’s energy, and arriving full 
of love and wisdom.

There is nothing on Earth more beautiful than 
a woman holding her newborn infant to her 
breast – a goddess bathed in love. Nothing is 
more joyful than a father watching the miracle 
of birth, his heart expanding to fill with new 
love, new joy, new life.

There is a truth to all our experiences – they 
are ours, to hold close and treasure. They may 
be different to what we hoped for, wished 
for, but they are no less precious, no less 
important for their differences. They settle in 
our souls to be heard and to be shared.

Artwork by Gioia Albano
http://www.etsy.com/shop/GioiaAlbanoMotherArt
http://www.albanogioia.com/.

Barefoot 
Birth
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Rick and Jennifer Tan, and their team of professional officiants and musicians, are 
dedicated to providing couples today with all types of meaningful and memorable 

celebrations. Located in California, Reverend Tan travels worldwide.  
Visit our website, blog and 150 reviews! 

 
 

Reverend Tan 

www.reverendtan.com 

Cycle to the Moon is based on the author’s workshops, Sacred 
Cycle and Cycle to the Moon, offering practical support for 
every woman who wishes to bleed consciously.

It is a celebration of the menstrual trinity: menarche, first blood of 
the maiden; menstruation, the cycles of the mother; menopause, 
the last blood of the wise crone.

This contribution to holistic menstruation reaches beyond culture, 
taboos and maternal conditioning, and touches the heart of what 
it means to be a woman. We are all connected to Grandmother 
Moon, and our bodies reflect the lifestyle we choose.

In the style of a journal, this book invites the reader to celebrate 
her body through reconnecting with her cycles. 

Let’s Cycle Together!

Veronika Sophia Robinson is the author of many non-fiction 
books and novels. www.veronikarobinson.com 

Susan Merrick is a mother, artist and illustrator inspired by the 
beauty and strength of womanhood. www.susanmerrick.co.uk

By Veronika Sophia Robinson | Illustrated by Susan Merrick
216mm x 216mm | Paperback: 186 pages | Publisher: Starflower Press
ISBN: 978-0-9575371-4-9 | Available from: veronikarobinson.com
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Transformational Life Coaching to Empower Busy Mothers. 

Breakthrough 
sessions 
available
 to book:

¥ Energise
¥ Time management
¥ Purposeful parenting
¥ Plan your year
¥ Life purpose

www.lindylaubscher.com

Infuse your motherhood, womanhood and livelihood with ease and intention.

For HUGE offers on Breakthrough Sessions  
and to pick up your FREE Vibrant Energy Checklist, visit:

Book your 90-minute 1-1 breakthrough strategy session to make 
meaningful progress in the areas of your life that matter most.


